Lake Erie Source Protection Region
Policy Applicability Pre-Screening Tool Tutorial
Aug 2014

Interpreting Source Protection Policies and the Provincial Circumstance Tables
1st Section: Step by step overview of how to use the policy applicability
tool to determine if Source Protection policies may apply at a specific
location.

2nd Section: How to determine which Lake Erie Region Source Protection
policies apply to a specific location.
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Section 1:
How to Use the Policy Applicability Pre-Screening Tool

Step by step overview of how to
use the policy applicability prescreening tool to determine if
Source Protection policies may
apply at a specific location.
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1. To begin, enter the mailing address, city or postal

code into the search box . OR zoom in on the map.
“400 Clyde Rd Cambridge” is used in this example.

The search results should bring you to the location
you are interested in. Ensure that the search criteria
have been entered correctly and provide as much
information as possible.

2. Source Protection policies may apply
in areas that are highlighted in pink.
Pink lines separate areas with different
policy applicability.
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3. You can toggle between the topographic map

and air photos by clicking the map icon. This helps
you identify the area or approximate property
boundaries of the location of interest.

4. At the location of interest, left click
a point on the map to receive further
information about policy applicability.
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6. The “Activities” tab provides links

5. A “Locations Results” pop-up box will
provide you with information about what
activities may be affected and where to
find the policies applying at this location.

to tables with circumstances that need
to be met for policies to apply.

7. Make sure you review all of the links listed under the
“Activities” tab to find out whether the circumstances
listed apply to activities that are or would be occurring at
this location – if they do, policies may apply.
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8. The “Municipal Policies” tab provides a link to all
of the policies for the municipality at the location. The
policies are grouped according to activities to help
find those that apply at the location of interest.
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9. The location results apply only to the specific point

10. Clicking on another area across a pink line

you have selected – marked by the yellow icon

shows four (4) potential activity categories,
rather than three (3) at the previous location.

.

There may be other areas in the vicinity where the
activities affected and policies that may apply are
different. If pink lines intersect the area you are
interested in this will likely be the case.

Previously
selected
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11. Within the area of
interest (white oval), there are
five (5) areas (marked by “X”)
where the activities that may
be affected and the policies
that may apply could be
different.

X

X
X

X
X

12. Source Protection policies apply to areas, not
addresses. It is important to explore the entire area
of your location of interest to capture potential
policy applicability differences.
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Summary:
1. Identify if a location is subject to Source Protection Plan policies (pink areas)
2. Review the appropriate Circumstance Tables for the activities identified (via “Activities” pop-up tab)
3. Review the appropriate municipal policies of the Source Protection Plan (via “Municipal Policies” pop-up tab)
4. Determine if and where policies apply!
Information on how to use the Circumstance Tables and Source Protection Plan
policies to determine if you are affected is available here.

For more information and assistance in interpreting Source Protection Plan policies
please e-mail info@sourcewater.ca or call 519-621-2761.
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Section 2:
How to Determine if Policies Apply to You
Interpreting Source Protection Policies and the Provincial Circumstance Tables
How to determine which Lake Erie Region Source Protection policies apply to
a specific location.
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Part 1: Provincial Circumstance Tables
Clicking on Chemical, Pathogen or DNAPL
Threat in the “Activities” tab of the policy
applicability mapping tool will open 1 of 12
circumstance tables for significant drinking
water threats.
These tables have been developed by the
Ministry of Environment and Climate Change
and contain the circumstances required for an
activity to be considered a significant drinking
water threat.
Provincial Circumstance Table 21
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Understanding Provincial Circumstance
Tables
The table’s title tells you about the type of drinking water threat, the location (vulnerable
areas) where policies would be applicable and the level of threat.
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Understanding Provincial Circumstance
Tables
These are the “Activities” that have the potential to impact drinking water sources.
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Understanding Provincial Circumstance
Tables
These are the circumstances under which an Activity would pose a significant threat to
drinking water sources.
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Understanding Provincial Circumstance
Tables
This is where any Chemicals of Concern will be listed. In many cases there are a number of
different chemicals associated with the same activity and circumstance.
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Using the Provincial Circumstance Tables
To determine if a policy may apply review the appropriate Table of Circumstances and:
1. Identify whether any of the Activities listed are occurring or are proposed to occur at the location of interest.
2. Determine if an identified Activity meets any of the Circumstances listed (i.e. is or will the activity be undertaken as
described)
3. Determine if the chemicals listed are used or are proposed to be used by the activity.
If yes to all of the above, then Source Protection Plan policies will apply to the activity identified.

Activity
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Part 2: Source Protection Policy
Applicability
If you have identified that there are activities
occurring at your location of interest that
may pose a significant drinking water threat
review the appropriate Source Protection
Plan policies.
The Source Protection Plan policies have
been divided into sections based on
municipality. The “Municipal Policies” tab of
the Locations Result box will direct you to
the appropriate
Example Policy
section of the Source
Protection Plan.
The Policy Sidebar
includes important
information that help
to understand the
policy.
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Source Protection Policy Applicability

Policy Identifier: This specifies the system/policy location, legal effect and the associated policy number.
The Legal Effect describes whether there is a legal obligation for the responsible party to implement the policy. There
are three categories of Legal Effect for source protection policy:
CW – Comply With,
MC – Must Conform, and
NB – Non-legally Binding.
In the example sidebar above, the Policy Identifier indicates this is a policy for Oxford County (OC) with a Must Conform
(MC) legal affect and is policy number 2.3.
More information about Legal Effect can be found in Volume Two of the Source Protection Plan.
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Source Protection Policy Applicability

Applicability indicates if the policy applies to existing or future activities.
Each municipality in the Lake Erie Source Protection Region has developed their own definitions of existing and
future activities. These definitions are included in each municipalities Source Protection Plan section.
In this example the policy applies to Future activities.
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Source Protection Policy Applicability

Policy Tool: The Clean Water Act, 2006 enables a range of approaches or “policy tools” to achieve the objectives of the
Source Protection Plan. More information on the different types of policies tools can be found in Volume 1 of the
Source Protection Plans.
Possible policy tools include:
•

•
•
•

Part IV Tools
•
Prohibiting the activity
•
Requiring a risk management plan for the activity
•
Restricted land use
Land Use Planning
Prescribed Instruments (e.g., Environmental Protection
Act, Nutrient Management Act)
Strategic Action

•

Non-Regulatory Tools
•
Education and outreach programs
•
Incentive programs
•
Establishment of stewardship programs
•
Specify and promote best management practices
•
Establishment of pilot programs
•
Govern research
•
Specify actions to be taken to implement the plan
or to achieve the plan’s objectives

In this example the policy tool used is a Prescribed Instrument.
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Source Protection Policy Applicability

Where the Policy Applies indicates what type of vulnerable area a policy applies to and includes the vulnerability score if applicable.
Vulnerable areas include Wellhead Protection Areas and Intake Protection Zones. They are defined as:
•
WHPA-A: a 100-metre circle around the well
•
WHPA-B: the 2-year Time of Travel Zone
•
WHPA-C: the 5-year Time of Travel Zone
•
WHPA-D: the 25-year Time of Travel Zone
•
IPZ-1: based on a 200 metre semi-circle around a river intake or a 1 kilometer circle around a lake intake
•
IPZ-2: is the water and land areas where hazardous materials could reach the intake in a specified time, usually two to six hours
•
IPZ-3: are areas where activities further away from the intake could have an impact on water quality.
•
-#: has been used to indicate the vulnerability score, if applicable (e.g., WHPA-A-10, indicates a policy only applies to an area with a
vulnerability score of 10).
Policies can also apply in Issue Contributing Areas (ICA). If this is the case ‘ICA’ will be listed in the policy sidebar.
•
ICA: Based on analysis of historical raw groundwater chemistry at the well, an Issue has been identified for the well where
concentrations of contaminants are present that would lead to a deterioration of the source of drinking water. An ICA is the area within
which activities have or are likely to contribute to the elevated contaminant at a well.
In this example policies would apply in WHPA-As, in WHPA-Bs with a vulnerability score of 8 or higher and in WHPA-Cs with a vulnerability
score of 8.
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Source Protection Policy Applicability

The Policy Text is the legal policy text; it describes the existing and/or future activity, the applicable
policy tool, the location where the policy would apply as well as the agency or body responsible for
implementation.
Please note that the information provided in the Sidebar does not legally form part of the Source
Protection Plan. It has been provided as a quick reference for the reader.
Be sure to review all of the policies in your municipality’s section, there may be policies that apply on
a broader scale.
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Example: Does the Policy Apply?
The following example reviews how to determine if a source protection plan policy would
apply at a location of interest.
The Activities tab of the Location Result box shows that there are two Provincial
Circumstance tables that should be reviewed.

The first step is to review the
DNAPL Threats Circumstance
Table. DNAPL stands for dense
non-aqueous phase liquid.
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Example: Does the Policy Apply?
Provincial Circumstance Table 9: DNAPLs in a WHPA A,B,C or C1 where threats are significant

This is the Provincial Circumstance Table for the Handling of DNAPLs where threats are significant.
If either of the Circumstances occur and any of the Chemicals listed are present a policy will apply in a
WHPA A, B, C, C1 where threats are significant.
For this example lets assume that the below grade handling of a DNAPL that is known to contain Dioxane1,4 is occurring at the location of interest.
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Example: Does the Policy Apply?
Example Policy

Keeping the information gained
from the Circumstance table in
mind, consider this example policy.
Can you identify the following key
pieces of information?

16. The Handling and Storage of a Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquid (DNAPL)
To ensure an existing facility storing and handling dense non-aqueous phase liquid for
WC-CW-16.1.
industrial, commercial, institutional or agricultural purposes ceases to be a significant
Existing drinking water threat, where this activity is a significant drinking water threat, this activity is
Part IV-RMP
designated for the purpose of Section 58 of the Clean Water Act, 2006 and a Risk
WHPA-A/B/C;
IPZ-1-v.10; Management Plan is required.
ICA(TCE)

Activity:
Policy Identifier:
Applicability:
Policy Tool:
Where the policy applies:
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Example: Does the Policy Apply?
The information required to
interpret this policy is:
Activity: Handling and Storage of a
Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquid
(DNAPL)
Policy Identifier: This is a policy for
Wellington County (WC) with a
Comply With (CW) legal effect.

Example Policy
16. The Handling and Storage of a Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquid (DNAPL)
To ensure an existing facility storing and handling dense non-aqueous phase liquid for
WC-CW-16.1.
industrial, commercial, institutional or agricultural purposes ceases to be a significant
Existing drinking water threat, where this activity is a significant drinking water threat, this activity is
Part IV-RMP
designated for the purpose of Section 58 of the Clean Water Act, 2006 and a Risk
WHPA-A/B/C;
IPZ-1-v.10; Management Plan is required.
ICA(TCE)

Applicability: It applies to existing
activities
Policy Tool: This policy calls for a Risk
Management Plan which falls under
Part IV Tools
Policy Applicability: This policy is
applicable in WHPA –A/B/Cs, IPZ-1v.10 (vulnerability score of 10) and in
an ICA for TCE (Trichloroethylene)
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Example: Does the Policy Apply?
Reviewing the Circumstance Tables together with Source Protection Plan policies determines that
policies apply to the handling and storage of DNAPLs at this location.
Provincial Circumstance Table 9

16. The Handling and Storage of a Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquid (DNAPL)
To ensure an existing facility storing and handling dense non-aqueous phase
WC-CW-16.1.
liquid for industrial, commercial, institutional or agricultural purposes ceases
Existing to be a significant drinking water threat, where this activity is a significant
Part IV-RMP
drinking water threat, this activity is designated for the purpose of Section
WHPA-A/B/C;
IPZ-1-v.10; 58 of the Clean Water Act, 2006 and a Risk Management Plan is required.
ICA(TCE)
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Summary: How to determine if you are
affected by Source Protection policies.
Step 1: Identify Location
• Use the Policy Applicability mapping tool to determine if your location of interest is in an
area where policies may apply.

Step 2: Identify Activities
• Use the Provincial Circumstances Tables to determine if activities that could pose a
threat to drinking water are occurring on site or are proposed.

Step 3: Policy Applicability
• Review the policies in the appropriate Source Protection Plan to determine if any apply
in your location of interest.

Step 4: Contact Us
• If you think source protection policies will affect you and you would like more
information, please contact us:
• E-mail: info@sourcewater.ca or Phone: 519-621-2761
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